We look back on 10 years experience using a database for superconducting cavities for the TESLA Test Facility (TTF). The database was developed to collect data of every preparation step and measurement in order to optimize cavity production and preparation techniques to meet the ambitious goal of high accelerating gradients at high quality factors.
INTRODUCTION
Reliable production and preparation of superconducting cavities with anticipated high accelerating gradients at high quality factors is needed for any future accelerator applying the "cold" technology. This calls for an effective Quality Management System. Therefore, 10 years ago at DESY a relational database was developed to collect data from every preparation step and measurement result of these superconducting cavities.
Up to now, data from 110 superconducting 9 -cell 1.3 GHz cavities, produced by different European companies and tested at the TESLA Test Facility (TTF) at DESY [1] , were collected in this database. In addition, the results of manufacturer measurements on sub-assemblies and parts forming the next 30 9 -cell cavities were stored and compared with the nominal values using given tolerances. This establishes the database as an effective part of a Quality Management S ystem for the whole cavity production and prep aration process at a very detailed level.
In an R&D program to optimize the production and preparation techniques for the cavities, 50 single cell and several 2 -to 7 -cell superconducting cavities, partially produced at DESY, have been prepared and tested. Data about these cavities were stored in the database.
The database is dynamically accessible from everywhere via an extensive graphical WEB interface based on ORACLE products : http://tesla.desy.de, choose "Technical" and then "Cavity information". At Jefferson Lab a similar WEB-based system [2] has been developed to provide process control and documentation for SNS cryomodule production.
DATABASE STRUCTURE
The data are loaded into more than 100 tables, the basic structure of a relational database, representing for each cavity and coupler the essential checks, treatments and measurements [3] :
• Essential properties of the cavity material; One or more tables are used to describe these different cavity data. Most tables are related to a specific cavity by the cavity name and a timestamp for its treatment or measurement. We use the ORACLE Relational Data Base Management System (RDBMS) which is accessible via a Graphical User Interface (GUI) through the WEB. ORACLE uses SQL, the Structured Query Language, which allows complex queries and table links.
DATA COLLECTION
Big data files from cavity tests and preparation steps are automatically generated by control software and loaded directly into the database.
Other data, like the measurements from the entrance control at DESY, information about input coupler assembly and so on, are collected manually via GUI tools.
Some years ago a commercially available Engineering Data Management System (EDMS) was introduced at DESY. This tool is mainly used to document the mechanical production of the superconducting cavities ____________________ from niobium sheets as well as the subsequent surface conditioning. Measurement results are at tached to the EDMS documents as MS EXCEL-, PDF-and ASCIIfiles. We developed a special tool based on EDMS JAVA API to extract, parse and load these data automatically from EDMS to the database (Fig. 1) to make them available for statistical analyses.
The most important data are updated within a day, whereas other data -like the timetables of the processed cavities and the availability of important preparation and measurement devices -are normally updated only once a week. 
DATA HANDLING Views
For an easier access to the data stored in the database we created Views which are logical tables combining several physical tables of the database. Some Views connect data from tables corresponding to one cavity treatment or measurement type, e.g. the View gathering information about the RF tests under cw conditions (3 tables involved). The complex Summary Views combine data from tables describing different cavity preparation and/or measurement procedures, e.g. the View Last_Test_Results combining data about the preparation and RF measurement history of a cavity (more than 10 different preparations and measurements from 20 tables). The Views facilitate direct access to complex data queries which may be handled by native SQL scripts or by client programs like MS EXCEL using ODBC (Open Data Base Connectivity).
Graphical User Interface
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) to the database for superconducting cavities for TTF has been implemented [4] on the WEB , based on ORACLE Developer 6i FORMS and GRAPHICS. In consultation with the users, it has been expanded over the years in order to provide a user-friendly way for viewing and analysing the accumulated data (Fig. 2) . Since the decision for the "cold" technology for future accelerat ors the number of accesses to our WEB pages has increased dramatically . The GUI is based on more than 100 Views. As an example, Fig.3 shows the WEB page RF-Test Results , which guides the user to records of RF measurements retrieved from the dat abase under specific view points. The GUI includes about 50 chronological (Fig. 4) , 50 statistical (Fig. 5 ) and ca. 20 detailed applications (Fig. 6) , where the data are represented either in FORMS where the results of just one cavity can be selected from a list of cavities (Fig. 4) , or in multi-frame FORMS where the data of a selected group of cavities may be compared (Fig. 5 ). 
Report Generation System
In order to obtain hardcopies of the results provided by the GUI, a Report Generation System was developed. It is based on ORACLE REPORTS and GRAPHICS and produces Table, Graphical or Informational (combined ) Reports . Alternatively, the RGS can generate Postcript, HTML, XML, PDF or TEXT (ASCII) files .
